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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Experience is composed of all the events that 
occur between sensation (i.e., an observer’s 
awareness of an energy form impinging on a re-
ceptor physiologically designed to transduce it) 
and perception (i.e., the interpretation of the sen-
sation), as well as memory (i.e., the subsequent 
organization and recall of such interpretations), 
which will have been modified and conditioned 
in the interim by many if not all of the prior and 
subsequent occurrences of this ‘sensation, per-
ception, interpretation, sequence [1].

The term “experience” has different meanings across dif-
ferent fields. For instance, in tourism, it is a constant flow of 
thoughts and feelings over the moments of your consciousness 
[2], and it occurs through complicated psychological, sociolog-
ical, and cognitive interactive processes [3]. In the field of GIS, 
spatial experience is the ability of comprehending the relation 
between the real world's objects, spaces, and areas and can be ac-
quired after several years of learning and experience by experts.

Taxi associations are one of the organizations facing the loss 
of expert experiences. On a daily basis, many taxi drivers retire, 
and their experiences are lost without transferring to the next 
driver. Consequently, new taxi drivers incur high cost of training 
and considerable time to gain the experience comparable to that 
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Spatial experiences in route finding, such as the ability of finding low‐traffic routes, 
exert a significant influence on travel time in big cities; therefore, the spatial experi-
ences of seasoned individuals such as taxi drivers in route finding can be useful for 
improving route‐finding algorithms and preventing using routes having considerable 
traffic. In this regard, a spatial experience‐based route‐finding algorithm is intro-
duced through ontology in this paper. To this end, different methods of modeling 
experiences are investigated. Then, a modeling method is chosen for modeling the 
experiences of drivers for route finding depending on the advantages of ontology, 
and an ontology based on the taxi drivers’ experiences is proposed. This ontology 
is employed to create an ontology‐based route‐finding algorithm. The results are 
compared with those of Google maps in terms of route length and travel time at peak 
traffic time. According to the results, although the route lengths of route‐finding 
method based on the ontology of drivers’ experiences in three cases (from nine cases) 
are greater than that based on Google maps, the travel times are shorter in most cases, 
and in some routes, the difference in travel time reaches only 10 minutes.
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of previous drivers. Creating an ontology of such experiences and 
using it in route finding can be a good idea to store drivers’ experi-
ences in a system from which one can benefit in the future.

In this paper, a spatial experience‐based route‐finding 
algorithm was introduced using an ontology. Accordingly, 
many different methods of modeling experiences were inves-
tigated, such as semantic networks, rules, logic, and ontology. 
Subsequently, an ontology was presented to store spatial expe-
riences for use in route finding. For this purpose, an ontology 
of drivers’ experiences was first designed. Then, the routes of 
taxi drivers were collected using an application. These routes 
were categorized into traffic classes and non‐traffic classes of 
experience ontology depending on departure time. Each route 
was saved as a separate owl class, including the segments of the 
routes of relevant individuals. Finally, the spatial experience‐
based route‐finding algorithm was implemented using the on-
tology. The experiment details are described in the following 
sections. Section 2 describes the different methods of model-
ing spatial experiences. In Section 3, the experience modeling 
methods are compared with each other. Section 4 presents the 
details of designing spatial experience‐based route‐finding al-
gorithm using ontology (SERFO). In Section 5, this algorithm 
is implemented in Tehran, Iran. Finally, Section 6 evaluates the 
proposed method, and Section 7 presents a general conclusion.

2 |  MODELING EXPERIENCES

Several methods have been investigated by researchers from 
different fields for modeling experiences. Some of them in-
clude semantic networks, rules, logic, and ontologies. Given 

the research domain and requirements, a specific method can 
be used to model experiences and reuse them to solve different 
problems. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the experience 
modeling methods, and Table 1 shows a brief comparison of 
these models and some papers using these methods.

Semantic networks can be used to model experiences. A 
semantic network is a graph wherein nodes indicate concepts, 
and edges show the relationships between them [17]. Two 
types of semantic networks can be used to show logic: rela-
tional graphs and conceptual graphs. Conceptual graphs were 
invented after relational graphs, and ontology integration is 
the main feature of these graphs. They create a uniform for-
mulation for interactive requirements [4]. Some researchers 
used this modeling method in their studies. Foguem et al [4] 
used conceptual graphs for knowledge formalization in expe-
rience feedback processes and converted derived information 
from experiences to explicit knowledge. Kamsu‐Foguem and 
Abanda [5] also used knowledge bases for collecting experi-
ences and conceptual graph for representing ontology in the 
industry. In another paper, data mining and conceptual graphs 
have been used for reusing experiences in the industry [6].

Rules are another form of knowledge representation. Rules 
are expressed using if‐then structures, and different types of 
complicated sentences can be expressed through them. The if 
part is also referred to as the body of a rule, and the then part 
is called the head. Generally, rule‐based knowledge represen-
tation systems operate according to realities. They are formu-
lated as a specific type of rule with an empty body [17]. This 
modeling method has been used by Park et al [7] in business 
processes and also by Reyes et al [8] for storing and reusing 
experiences in the industry.

Semantic networks and rules are formulated using logic 
to present accurate meanings. Without such accurate for-
mulation, they are vague and problematic for computational 
purposes. The most well‐known logical formulation of 
knowledge representation is the “first‐order predicate calcu-
lus” or first‐order logic. It is used to describe a domain as a 
combination of objects and creating logical formulae from 
these objects through predicates, functions, variables, and 
logical links [17]. Cheng et al used this method for creating a 
logic model for the epistemic process in scientific discovery 
and epistemic programming [12].F I G U R E  1  Experience modeling methods

Experience
modeling methods

Semantic
network Logics Ontology Rules

Conceptual
graph

Relational
graph

T A B L E  1  Comparison of different experience modeling methods

Method of experience modeling Features

Semantic network [4‒6] Modeling experience with a graph wherein its nodes are concepts and its edges are relationships 
among these concepts

Rules [5,7‒11] Representing knowledge of experiences with if‐then rules

Logic [8,12] Creating logical formulae from knowledge through predicates, functions, variables, and logical links

Ontologies [9‒11,13‒16] Ontologies comprise a series of words and a set of rules through which words can be combined to 
model a domain
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Ontology is the final method of modeling experiences. 
According to Webster's Dictionary, ontology is a branch of 
metaphysics related to the nature and relationships existing 
in it. In knowledge engineering, an ontology is a system com-
prising a series of words and a set of rules through which 
words can be combined to model a domain. Reference [18] 
provides the classic definition of ontology: “Ontology is the 
explicit and formal statement of the features of a shared con-
ceptualization.” In computer and information sciences, ontol-
ogy is a valid nomination and definition of type, features, and 
relationships of the entities defined in a specific field. In fact, 
ontology classifies the variables required for a collection of 
computations and creates relationships between them. Some 
papers used this method in their works. Abel [13] proposed 
organized knowledge to be regard as ontology and investi-
gated the role of knowledge in the organized learning process. 
In other studies, knowledge base [9], ontology [10], and web 
applications [11] have been used for exchanging experiences. 
In addition, Razmerita et al [14] proposed an ontology for 
modeling users in knowledge management systems. An ontol-
ogy for businesses was proposed by Osterwalder and Pigneur 
[15] in order to enable knowledge sharing between com-
panies. This ontology is composed of four key elements—
product innovation, infrastructure management, customer 
relationship, and financial. Zhang et al [16] also proposed an 
ontology for construction safety and formalized knowledge 
relating to safety management. This ontology is composed of 
three domain models: product, safety, and process.

3 |  COMPARISON OF 
EXPERIENCE MODELING 
METHODS

Ontology has numerous advantages, the first of which is shar-
ing common concept of information structure among people 
or software agents [18,19]. For instance, if several different 
websites, each providing medical information or internet‐
based medical services create a similar ontology of the words 
that they use, computer agents can extract information from 
different websites and merge them. The merged information 
can be then used to answer user questions or used as an input 
for other applications. The second advantage is the possibil-
ity of reusing the knowledge of a field. If some researchers 
develop an ontology, others can use it in their field and/or 
for building a larger ontology. Then, several existing ontolo-
gies describing different parts of this large ontology can be 
merged [20]. The third advantage is the possibility of making 
explicit domain assumptions, through which assumptions can 
be changed if the domain knowledge is changed. If it is ex-
tremely complicated to code the assumptions, understanding 
and changing them will be difficult [20]. The fourth advantage 
is the possibility of separating domain knowledge from the 

operational knowledge. The configuration of a product can 
be described through its components according to a series of 
specific features and then implement an application that does 
the configuration regardless of the products and their compo-
nents [21]. The fifth advantage is the analysis of the domain 
knowledge. When an existing ontology is to be reused, a for-
mal analysis of words can be valuable [22]. Therefore, the use 
of an ontology can help benefit from previous experiences to 
solve new problems and share the experiences.

Regarding these advantages, semantic networks and rules 
are primarily used for knowledge representation and their ap-
plications are limited; hence, all relations between concepts 
cannot be presented by these modeling methods. Moreover, 
Lee [23] proposed some demerits for logical models of which 
one is complexity. Furthermore, these models are not explicit 
and modeling complex phenomena such as human activities, 
behaviors, and emotions is extremely difficult with these 
models and in some cases impossible. However, the relations 
defined in ontology are explicit and clear and everyone can 
understand these relations such as belonging. For example, 
Ni [24] modeled human activities and Smith [25] modeled 
human emotions with ontology. Moreover, ontology is a type 
of classification and has a hierarchical structure; thus, its basic 
concepts and structure is clear and understandable. In addi-
tion, logical models are less updatable because changing a log-
ical relation can lead to changing the whole model. However, 
the ontological models are designed in a manner that allows 
them to be updated and this rule is a fundamental principle in 
designing these models. Consequently, in this paper, the taxi 
drivers’ behaviors (experiences) are modeled by ontology.

4 |  DESIGNING THE SPATIAL 
EXPERIENCE‐BASED ALGORITHM 
USING AN ONTOLOGY

The main problem of route‐finding applications is the rela-
tively long time it takes to find the route between two nodes 
in addition to the large amount of data [26]. It is also nec-
essary that the system provide a real‐time response to user 
needs in every condition. The abovementioned problems pre-
vent the services from operating in real time. In this paper, 
ontology was used to cope with such problems because it lets 
us reuse previous information without processing that helps 
services to operate in real time. Furthermore, as the data are 
saved as owl text files, the problem of excessive amount of 
data is resolved because saving the data as text files requires 
considerably less storage space than saving them in other for-
mats. Table 2 shows a brief review of different studies in the 
field of ontology and route finding.

With regard to these types of research, the structure of the 
ontology that is proposed in this paper is different and the 
definition of ontology classes and their data properties are 
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unique. For example, in some researches, negligible proper-
ties (such as road width that is constant in highways which 
are the most common roads used by drivers) that have an 
insignificant effect on the performance of route‐finding al-
gorithms are considered; however, in this paper, by defining 
classes and properties, more important properties such as the 
x and y coordinates are defined as data properties. Moreover, 
dividing classes to experimental and non‐experimental routes 
and according to traffic were not performed in these papers 
and this is an evidence for the uniqueness of the conceptual 
view presented herein.

Generally, there are three steps in creating the ontology of 
drivers’ experiences: designing the ontology, saving routes in 
the ontology, and retrieving routes from the ontology. In the first 
step, the schematic view of the ontology is designed. In the next 
step, data are classified as relevant classes according to this view.

In the step of designing an ontology, first, an ontology is 
created to store the routes of taxi drivers. This ontology in-
cludes two main classes of experimental and non‐experimental  
routes. The class of experimental routes stores the routes of 
taxi drivers. This class includes two subclasses: traffic and 
non‐traffic. The traffic class comprises the routes traveled 
at peak traffic times (7–10 am and 4–8 pm). The rest of the 
routes are put into the non‐traffic class of experimental routes 
class in the drivers’ experience ontology. The nonexperimen-
tal routes class comprises the routes wherein their locations 
and destinations are not among the routes that are traversed 
by taxi drivers. They are obtained from a route‐finding algo-
rithm. In the owl file of the general ontology of drivers’ ex-
periences, only route names are defined as classes to improve 
upon processing efficiency and for simplicity. The individuals 
of routes are not defined in this file. For each route class, a 
separate owl file is defined. The file name and its class are 
similar to the corresponding route class name in the owl file 

of the general ontology of drivers’ experiences. Each route 
segment is defined as an individual for the route class in the 
corresponding owl file of the route. The name of this individ-
ual is the corresponding route segment ID. The attributes of 
the x and y coordinates of the starting point of each route seg-
ment are defined as the data properties of individuals. Figure 
2 shows a part of the general ontology of drivers’ experience.

To store the routes of taxi drivers categorized as the class 
of experimental routes, first, it is determined whether the 
route is related to peak traffic times or non‐traffic times. If 
the route is related to peak traffic times, the name of the cor-
responding class of route is defined as location_destination_t 
(t refers to traffic). Then, the corresponding class is defined 
as a subclass of the traffic class of experimental routes in 
the ontology of drivers’ experiences. If the route corresponds 
to low traffic times, the class name is defined as location_
destination, and the corresponding route is then defined as 
a subclass of the non‐traffic class of experimental routes in 
the ontology of drivers’ experiences. Considering that the 
name of the class is determined for each route, a separate 
owl file with the same name is defined for each route. This 
owl file also has a class with the same name. Each segment 
of the route is defined as an individual. The name of such 
an individual is defined using the ID of the corresponding 
segment. The attributes of the x and y coordinates of these 
route segments are defined as the data properties of relevant 
individuals.

To store the routes obtained from route finding, the name 
of the corresponding class is defined as location_destination 
first. Then, a subclass with the same name is determined in 
the class of non‐experimental routes of the drivers’ expe-
riences ontology. Moreover, a separate owl file is defined 
with the same name to store the segments of this route. 
Similar to the process of storing an experimental route, the 

T A B L E  2  Different studies in the field of ontology and route finding

Ref. Features

[27] Using ontology in the field of personalized trip and animal life monitoring

[28] Using ontology for predicating vehicle accidents

[29] Using ontology for investigating the behavior of individuals in a mobile game. In this research, a series of georeferenced points are 
embedded on the ground. When the person connects to the game server, passes these points by answering some puzzles and as a 
result, a route will be generated that can be used to examine individual behaviors during the game

[30] Combining path simulation with path ontology to simulate the angle and direction of airplane landing and flight and the flight path

[31] Using ontology for identifying the abnormal routes in maritime transport to detect transportation contraband in maritime surveillance

[32] Using ontology for investigating seals paths

[33] Using ontology for analyzing city traffic

[34] Using ontology for aiding SDI services, especially route‐finding analysis

[35] Proposing ontology‐based route‐finding system using multicriteria decision making

[36] Proposing ontology‐based conceptual modeling for navigation and tourism systems. This system is a multimedia system and spatial 
database that integrates with different sensors such as digital cameras and GPS in mobile environment and relates spatial‐based ser-
vices to context‐based services to help context awareness services and applications in desktop and mobile environments
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class name defined in this owl file has the same name with 
a class defined in the ontology of drivers’ experiences. Its 
individuals are the route segments obtained from route find-
ing, and the ID of each segment is defined as the name of 
the corresponding individual. Furthermore, the attributes of 
the x and y coordinates are defined as data properties.

Figure 3 shows the proposed algorithm for route finding. 
To retrieve routes from the ontology of drivers’ experiences 
in route finding, a user specifies the location, destination, and 
departure time first. Subsequently, it is determined whether 
there is a class with this location and destination in the ontol-
ogy of drivers’ experiences. If there is such a class, the route 
segments (individuals of this class) of the owl file of this 
route are retrieved and shown without processing. If there 
is no such class, it is first determined whether the location 
and the destination are present in the experimental routes. If 
the location and destination are present in the experimental 
routes, only the experimental routes are used to create the 
road network graph. If both do not exist in the experimental 
routes, the main road network is used to create the road net-
work graph for route finding. After route finding, the name of 
the corresponding route is recorded as a subclass of the non‐
experimental routes class of drivers’ experiences ontology so 
that if the user requests it, it can be retrieved without process-
ing. The resultant route segments are saved as individuals of 

a class with the same name with the corresponding route in a 
separate owl file.

5 |  SERFO ALGORITHM 
IMPLEMENTATION

In this paper, an ontology is created based on drivers’ ex-
periences and used for route finding. To implement the on-
tology of experiences, the required data are collected by 
writing an application in which OSM is used for saving 
taxi routes. This application is programmed in an Android 
environment and ARCGIS SDK for Android spatialite is 
used in this application. Thus, the routes are stored in the 
application as line format by clicking on the map for traffic 
and non‐traffic times. Then, these routes are converted to 
shapefiles. Subsequently, they are preprocessed in ArcGIS 
and an experimental road network is created using these 
routes. Then, this road network and the main road network 
are saved in the Oracle database. In the next step, each 
route is converted into a separate owl file using the JAVA 
OWL API, and the segments of each route are stored as 
individuals. A general owl file is then created for the ontol-
ogy of drivers’ experiences using these routes in Protégé 
that contains only the name of the routes.

F I G U R E  2  General drivers’ experiences ontology (to save space, only a part of the routes is shown here)
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For instance, if the route between Poonak and Tajrish is 
considered during traffic, this class is saved as a subclass 
named Poonak_Tajrish_t in the traffic class of nonexper-
imental routes in the drivers’ experiences ontology. Then, a 
separate owl file named Poonak_Tajrish_t is created to save 
the segments of this route. This file comprises a class named 
Poonak_Tajrish_t, and each segment of the route, which 
should be traversed to reach Tajrish from Poonak at the peak 
traffic time, is defined as an individual. The name of this indi-
vidual is defined using the ID of the corresponding route seg-
ment. The attributes of the x and y coordinates of each route 
segment are defined as the data properties of its individuals. 
Figure 4 shows the general procedure for route finding.

According to Figure 4, the ontology is used for route find-
ing after its creation. If a new route is generated for each exe-
cution of the program that is not in the previous routes stored 
in the ontology, this route is defined as a class of drivers’ 

experiences ontology, so that if a user requests it, it can be 
represented without processing. In other words, the segments 
of this class are stored as individuals of a class named loca-
tion_destination or location_destination_t (in case the time 
of departure is in traffic hours) and is stored as a subclass of 
non‐experimental class. For retrieving the routes from the 
ontology, a pellet reasoner is used as a reasoner and an owl 
reasoner is used as an interface for OWL API. This algo-
rithm is implemented using Java in a desktop environment. 
Therefore, each route is saved as a low‐size owl file, and the 
ontology is updated after each execution so that new routes 
can be added. As a result, processing data over time by exe-
cuting the algorithm more often will not be necessary. Due 
to the low size of stored routes, the problem of excessive 
data storage is also resolved in the database because the size 
of each class after being saved as a separate owl file is nearly 
1/4 or 1/5 that of a route shapefile. If the inserted location and 

F I G U R E  3  Proposed algorithm (SERFO)

Get the location and destination 
and time from user

Is inserted time in 
peak traffic times?

Is there any route with this 
location and destination in 

non-traffic classes of drivers’ 
experiences ontology?

Is there any route with this 
location and destination in 
traffic classes of drivers’ 
experiences ontology?

Are there location and 
destination in experimental 

road network?
Using main road 

networks for creating 
road network graph

Considering road network 
graph according to 
experimental routes

Using Dijkstra’s algorithm 
for route finding

Storing route name as a subclass 
of non-experimental routes class 
of drivers’ experience ontology

Representing stored 
route to user 

Storing route in a separate owl file 
with its segments and features

Stop

No Yes

No No

No
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destination do not exist in the experimental road network, the 
main road network and Dijkstra's algorithm are used to cal-
culate the route. Figure 5 shows the results of route finding 
based on the drivers’ experiences ontology and Dijkstra's al-
gorithm for a location and destination pair.

6 |  SERFO ALGORITHM 
IMPLEMENTATION

To evaluate the proposed method, nine pairs of different loca-
tions and destinations, covering approximately all of Tehran, are 
selected. Then, the ontology‐based route‐finding algorithm and 
Google maps are used to calculate the relevant routes for similar 
departure times. Due to the importance of accuracy and speed of 
route finding at peak traffic times, the departure time is selected 
at peak traffic times. The length of each route is calculated. The 
travel times for the proposed method are obtained from 10 driv-
ers that traveled routes during peak traffic. After calculating the 
routes, in three cases, the routes of the ontology‐based route‐
finding algorithm and Google maps were observed to be similar.

6.1 | Route length evaluation
Figure 6 shows the route length diagrams for the nine cor-
responding routes of the two methods. The route lengths for 

the proposed method are calculated by adding up the length 
of the route segments. Figure 7 indicates the ratio of the 
route length observed in the ontology‐based route‐finding 
algorithm to the route length observed through Google maps.

According to Figure 6, in three cases, the route lengths 
observed through Google maps are shorter than the route 
lengths observed in the ontology‐based algorithm; in 
three cases, the route lengths of the ontology‐based al-
gorithm are longer than the corresponding Google maps 
route; in the remaining three cases, the route lengths of 
both methods are similar (because the routes are simi-
lar). According to Figure 7, the route length ratios of the 
ontology‐based route‐finding algorithm to the Google 
maps are close to one in eight cases. This ratio is close 
to 1.46 in only one case. Therefore, the route length of 
the ontology‐based route‐finding algorithm is similar or 
close to the route length observed through Google maps 
in most cases.

6.2 | Travel time evaluation
Figure 8 indicates the travel time diagrams for nine cor-
responding routes of the two methods. These times are 
obtained by several drivers that traveled routes during 
peak traffic. Figure 9 shows the ratio of travel time in the 
ontology‐based route‐finding algorithm to the travel time 

F I G U R E  4  General procedure
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observed through Google maps. Table 3 indicates the 
mean of travel times and route lengths for the nine selected 
routes.

According to Figure 8, in five cases, the travel times of the 
ontology‐based route‐finding algorithm are shorter than the 
travel time observed through Google maps; in four cases, the 
travel times for both methods are similar (in three cases, the 
routes are similar). Figure 9 shows that the ratio of travel time 
in the ontology‐based route‐finding algorithm to the corre-
sponding Google maps time is smaller than 1 for five cases and 
is 1 for four cases. Therefore, the ontology‐based route‐finding 

algorithm resulted in a shorter travel time as compared with 
Google maps in most cases and the mean route length of this 
algorithm is shorter as well. The reason is that these routes 
have low traffic, and the speed of cars will be greater.

7 |  CONCLUSION

Different individuals gain different spatial experiences. As 
there is no system for saving these experiences, they are dis-
carded. This study lets researchers store spatial experiences 
and therefore make systems intelligent. In this paper, a spatial 

F I G U R E  5  Derived routes for a location and destination pair (route number 2) using two methods

F I G U R E  6  Comparison of route lengths of two methods for 10 
evaluated routes during peak traffic
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experience‐based route‐finding algorithm was designed using 
ontology. Then, the ontology data were collected using the 
routes traveled by taxi drivers at peak traffic and low traffic 
times, and the route‐finding algorithm was implemented in 
Tehran.

In the ontology‐based route‐finding method, if there is a 
route with the location and destination inserted by user in 
the ontology of experiences, the corresponding route can be 
represented without processing. If there is no such route, it 
is determined whether both the location and the destination 
exist in the network of experimental routes. If both the loca-
tion and the destination exist in the network of experimental 
routes, only the experimental road network is used to create 
the graph for route finding. If they do not exist in the experi-
mental road network, the main road network is used to create 

the road network graph and route finding. After route find-
ing, the resultant route is saved as a separate owl file in the 
nonexperimental routes class of the road network ontology. 
If the same location and destination are requested, the stored 
route is instantly shown to the user without route finding. The 
difference between this algorithm and previous experimental 
route‐finding algorithms is that our algorithm uses ontology 
and creates road networks only through experimental routes 
when both the location and the destination exist on experi-
mental routes. The problem of excessive data storage space in 
the database is resolved by saving each new path as a low‐size 
owl class. Furthermore, the use of ontology develops and up-
dates the system after the implementation and generation of 
every new path, and the need for processing decreases. These 
two advantages help route finding become operational in real 
time. According to evaluations, although the route length is 
longer in some cases with this method in comparison with 
Google maps, the travel time is shorter in most cases.These 
results guarantee the appropriateness of adopting this method 
for route finding.

For further research, more diverse applications of mod-
eling spatial experiences of individuals can be investigated. 
The experiences can be modeled for hospital emergencies, 
firefighting, tourism, among others. For instance, studies 
can be conducted on modeling experiences of experts who 
encounter many unpredictable incidents such as in hospital 
emergencies. Likewise, researchers can model the expe-
riences of experienced firefighters who have encountered 
many fire events for future research purposes.
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